Bioprospecting
What is bioprospecting?

B

ioprospecting, also known as biodiversity prospecting, is the exploration of biological material for commercially
valuable genetic and biochemical properties. In simple terms, this means the investigation of living things to see how
they can be commercially useful to humans.

Small samples of natural resources are collected for their potential value to industry, particularly in the pharmaceutical,
biotechnology and agri-business fields. Local communities close to where the material originates may have specialized
knowledge on how the resources are used, which can also be collected. This is known as traditional or indigenous
knowledge (IK).

Regulation of bioprospecting
The politics of bioprospecting are highly complex and continue to hinder natural product
development. The most significant change and the starting point of international regulation
and legislation took place at the Rio Earth Summit in 1992, when participating countries
discussed bioprospecting and signed the Convention of Biological Diversity (CBD). The
CBD recognizes the need for conservation, sustainable use and equitable benefit sharing as
cornerstones, and for the first time, acknowledged the rights of countries over their natural
resources. It meant that biodiversity could no linger be regarded as common property and
that the origin of the material used was recognized.

What is happening in South Africa?
With over 20,000 indigenous plant species, apart from animal, marine and microbial diversity, South Africa is recognized as
the third richest centre of biodiversity in the world!
South African scientists first began looking at the properties of local plants due to livestock losses caused by grazing on
toxic plants, and at the indigenous plants eaten by rural communities. This well developed research capacity combined with
the rich biodiversity and traditional knowledge (IK), makes South Africa a prime location for bioprospecting.
Probably the best known example of a commercialized product of bioprospecting is the anti-obesity drug called Hoodia.

Case Study:
Hoodia
San tribesman - Botswana
San lady - Botswana

Indigenous Knowledge
IK is passed down from generation to
generation usually by word of mouth and
cultural rituals. This has been the basis for
agriculture, food preparation, health care,
education, conservation and a wide range
of other activities that form part of the
livelihood of societies in many parts of the
world.
The underlying aim of bioprospecting is to find new resources and products from nature that can be used by humans.
Improving human health through both medicine and better nutrition are key focus areas. Other related sectors such as
crop plant biotechnology, screen natural resources for useful characteristics (traits) like disease resistance. However, their
emphasis is on improving performance and farming efficiency.

How is bioprospecting done?
There are three phases to bioprospecting: collecting, analysis and commercialization. Samples of the material are collected
and the IK about the material can also be collected. These samples then undergo analysis using a variety of different
technologies.
Once a “hit” has been identified, it can take up to 20 years before the product completes clinical trials and can be
commercialized.

Did you know?
Only 20% of the drugs that complete clinical testing proceed to trial and are eventually
released into the market!
The whole process from collection to commercialization is a long, costly process that often
results in little or no benefits.

Hoodia is a species of
succulent plant indigenous
to Southern Africa that have
been used for over a century
by the San people as an
appetite suppressant.
Developed by South African
scientists at the Council
for Scientific and Industrial
Research (CSIR), based on the
San’s traditional knowledge,
Photo: Courtesy of the CSIR
this homegrown example
of bioprospecting is the
holders of traditional knowledge received a share of
first natural food ingredient for weight management
royalties/financial benefits from the patenting of the
based on a plant indigenous to the African continent.
active compounds.
Needless to say, the active compounds found in the
plant that caused the appetite suppressing, were
Research began at the CSIR in 1963 when the
patented.
properties of some Hoodia species were first
validated under scientific conditions. The active
The media revealed that the San people had not been
constituents of Hoodia have been patented in most
consulted or included in the patenting application
countries of the world. Many companies are involved
which consequently led to a legal battle between the
in trading Hoodia as a food supplement, leading to
San people and the CSIR. Eventually an agreement was
potential benefits for the San.
reached, which was one of the first globally where the

Despite the challenges and complexities of the Hoodia example, it demonstrates the potential of bioprospecting to produce
significant economic and social benefits for a nation and a region based on its biodiversity and indigenous knowledge. It has
also set an international standard for how holders of traditional knowledge should be compensated for their knowledge.

Challenges faced
Conservation versus exploitation
Conservation is not always the top priority of nations, and some seek to make a quick profit from their natural resources
rather than preserving them. As a result, the biodiversity they wish to exploit is disappearing. Bioprospecting profits could be
used to finance biodiversity conservation in species-rich developing countries. Non-financial benefits could also be shared
through technology and knowledge transfer to enable these nations to research and conserve their own biodiversity.

Suspicion and mistrust

Who does bioprospecting?
A range of different sectors are involved in the activity of bioprospecting. These include pharmaceutical, agri-business
(biotechnology, seed, crop protection and horticulture), cosmetic and personal care, fragrance, botanical and the food and
beverage industries.

Providers and users of genetic diversity are becoming increasingly alienated. As species-rich developing countries learn to
assert their rights according to the CBD, they may become oversensitive to bioprospectors (this may be based on colonial
times when Africa was used as a free source for plants). This occurs even when research is not for financial gain. The
reputation of all researchers and bioprospectors alike are tainted by those who have committed biopiracy.

Lack of legal clarity

However, the way in which these sectors access and use these resources vary greatly. Some of these sectors do not
adhere to the regulations surrounding bioprospecting and commit what is called “biopiracy”. This means that the
biodiversity (refers to all living things, including plants, animals, microbes, marine life etc.) or related IK is collected
without permission from the owners of these resources and is then patented.

There is a need for clearer, more specific rules on how origins of samples and IK are recorded and their benefits shared,
both nationally and abroad. Should the commercial benefits accumulate to those who discovered the active ingredient or
to the biotech company who is able to identify/improve on this key ingredient? These issues have to be resolved in South
Africa for companies to be willing and able to use resources.

When a product is patented, it means that no one else can make/sell and/or use it for a specified time period without
the “owner’s” permission. If an effective/successful product can only be produced by one company for let’s say 20 years,
this company stands to gain enormously, financially speaking. For 20 years, they will be the only company making and
selling the product to the public!

Greater sector involvement
Many sectors actively involved in bioprospecting remain ignorant of the regulations and legislation and are committing
biopiracy. Education and participation in relevant international and national discussions is needed to ensure regulation
across all sectors.
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The fine art of selling yourself
When applying for a position, your first step is to send an excellent curriculum vitae, writes Richard Hayward

H

ave you produced a
quality CV? Will you be
applying for a teaching
post this year? Perhaps
you would like a promotion, or you might want to teach
at another school.
The first step is to ensure that
you’ve written an excellent CV (curriculum vitae). A CV describes your
career to date, but a really good CV
does much to increase your chances
of being invited to an interview with
other short-listed candidates.
What makes an outstanding CV?
Give attention to the following:

Write a covering letter
This letter should be addressed
to the principal and/or governing
body. Introduce yourself (for example, where you are teaching and the
post that you hold).
Indicate the specific post/s for
which you are applying. Give your
contact details, such as cellphone
and telephone numbers, as well as
email and postal addresses.
Write a few sentences about yourself as a person, teacher and professional colleague. Tell them why
you feel you would be suited to the
school and what you believe you
could contribute. A single page for
the covering letter is enough.

Ensure perfect grammar
No grammar and spelling mistakes, please! The care taken with
writing the CV reflects on the applicant. Ensure the name of the principal and school are spelt correctly.

Individualise the CV
Each school has particular needs.
Tailor your application to the specific job requirements. Your CV
should highlight your abilities.
Motivate why you’re the best person for the post. Rather aim for a
few schools than have a spray-gun
attitude. You’ll be focused and more
likely to hit the right note.

Give a career history
Give a complete chronological history of your career. If you have had
jobs outside the profession, give the
details. Gaps in your history could
make the selection panel suspicious.

Include all documentation
Ensure all the requested documentation is included with your application. An example might be that
certified copies of all qualifications
are required. A missing document
might be seen as a lack of organisational skills.

Write simply and clearly
Many governing body members
are not directly involved in education so keep educational jargon to a

“A CV
is the time
to blow your
trumpet
(gently)
about your
wide
range of
successes’’

minimum. Keep the language simple. Write crisply and to the point.
Be mindful that your CV has to stand
out from the many other hopefuls.
Make it a pleasure to read.

Pay attention to neat layout
A neat layout on good-quality
paper reflects professionalism. Such
a CV catches the reader’s eye. Have
space on the page. Avoid cluttering
the pages with endless detail.

Sell yourself
A CV is a “selling” exercise and
the product that’s being sold is

you. Most people don’t like boasting. Yet a CV is a time to blow the
trumpet (gently) about your wide
range of successes. Record your
achievements and contributions
both within and outside the teaching profession. Let your personality
shine through. What activities do
you do outside school? What do you
contribute to the wider community?
What are your interests?

Include testimonials
Include testimonials with your
CV. It is suggested that three are
enough. Choose people who know

you well. One testimonial should be
from a person under whom you’re
working at present (or a member
of the academic staff, if you are a
student teacher). Get additional testimonials from others in the profession, as well as prominent people in
the community. Choose those references that help to sell you.

List referees
List people the governing body can
contact for a reference. Three referees are enough. Give all the contact
details. Indicate briefly who each
person is, for example, the principal

of your previous school. Get the referees’ permission to put their names
in your CV. This courtesy prepares
them for questions that they might
get from the selection panel.
The South African Quality Institute
offers leadership and management
courses across the country. For more
details of the institute’s Total Quality Education programmes, please
contact either Vanessa du Toit on
012-349-5006 (vanessa@saqi.co.za)
or Richard Hayward on 011-8883262 (rpdhayward@yahoo.com).
SAQI sponsors poor schools
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Moving the nation towards

good health

A new physical
education
programme is
taking off in schools.
Exercise scientist
Claire Nicholson,
who created the
concept, sheds light
on the programme
and the importance
of exercise for
children

the initiative is anchored and the
“levelling of the playing fields” is
sustained;
• Availability and distribution
of an appropriate, progressive,
learner-driven (not teacher-driven)
outcomes-based, quality activity
programme that corresponds with
and complements the curriculum;
• A substantial source of funds
from public-private initiatives, business, private donors and agency
partners with a shared vision and
on-the-ground support for at least
the next four years; and
• Involvement of role-players and
stakeholders to deliver as soon as
possible.
Waiting for new policy construction, such as the school sport policy,
and waiting for teacher training
to “catch-up” on delivery of this
scarce skill is not an option. Getting the children moving does matter, hence the development of a new
programme, called Move-It, Moving
Matters®.

S

chools have unique
opportunities to provide adequate physical
activity for young people through compulsory
physical education periods and
school sports programmes. These
should occupy a special place in
extracurricular enrichment.
Since 1999 the school subject
physical education was excluded
from teacher training. This field of
knowledge was no longer afforded
“specialist” status.
In the past a four-year specialist course for teachers interested in
becoming physical educators was
offered. The necessary content and
skills needed to inspire and develop
children physically and psychosocially were covered. Now, 11 years
later, teachers realise the short-sightedness of this decision when they
observe shifts in social behaviour,
as well as in the health and wellness
status of the country’s youth.
Since January 2008 a designated
period called physical education
was re-prescribed (once a week),
for all learners. As a subject physical education is now embedded in
one of the core learning areas, life
orientation. An extra period a week
is dedicated to a “physical development-oriented” outcome. But the
reality is that schools are not delivering adequately and many are not
delivering at all.
The reasons given are:
• An under-resourced capacity to
deliver;
•A dearth of qualified leadership,
hence an absence of commitment to
plan and implement a programme
in accordance with the developmental stages of the children; and
• Lack of equipment and facility
provision.
Worldwide physical education
is regarded as a core curriculum
requirement for all schoolgoing chil-
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As important as maths

Obstacle course:
Learners toss,
visually track and
catch their own
Juggle-It

dren throughout all their schooling
phases. The World Health Organisation (WHO) recommends participation in quality activity for one hour
a day, five times a week for children,
but South Africa has scheduled only
one period a week.
Unless we make this single-period
opportunity highly effective, we are
indirectly reinforcing a belief that
the knowledge, skills and values
acquired through physical education don’t matter as much as, say,

Getting going ...
Launched this year, the Move-It,
Moving Matters® was designed
to ensure that all children engage
in age-appropriate and enjoyable
physical activity within the
allocated physical education period
each week.
The physical challenges
emphasised in the programme
include the acquisition and mastery
of:
l Balance;
l Locomotion;
l Neuro-motor control;

l Transference of weight;
l Spatial awareness;
l Timing and rhythm;
l Hand-eye, foot-eye
manipulation; and
l Cooperative and competitive
team work.
The programme aims to grow
and develop a child’s physical
competence. It emphasises the
development of complex, yet
fundamental, movement patterns
of balance, locomotion and
manipulation.

maths or English.
Inadequate and insufficient participation in regular, quality physical activity renders children at risk
throughout their lives. Overall,
physical inactivity is estimated to
cause 1.9-million deaths globally.
According to the WHO’s position statement for children, regular physical activity helps children
build and maintain healthy bones,
muscles and joints, helps control
body weight, helps reduce fat and
helps to develop efficient functioning of the heart and lungs.
Engagement in activity especially
helps to develop movement skills.
Physical activity helps to prevent
and control feelings of anxiety and
depression. Engagement in play and
sports gives young people opportunities for natural self-expression,
development of self-confidence and
relief from tension, as well as opportunities for social interaction and
for learning the spirit of solidarity
and fair play.
These positive effects help counteract the risks and harm caused by
the demanding, competitive, stressful and sedentary life that is so common in young people’s lives today.

Involvement in properly guided
physical activity and sports can foster the adoption of other healthy
behaviour, including the avoidance
of tobacco, alcohol, drug use and
violence. It has been found that children who are more physically active
are also academic achievers.
To motivate purposeful participation in physical activity, an underlying commitment from the government is needed. As it has been
legislated that every schoolgoing
child must have access to at least
one hour of physical education a
week within the prescribed school
curriculum, it is fair to ask: what
is being achieved and what can be
achieved?

South African scenario
In the context of the global call for
action from the WHO, South African children are at risk of being
left behind unless we act now. To
respond quickly and effectively four
key conditions are needed:
• Advocacy, leadership, willingness and commitment from schools
with the expertise, programmes and
capacity to partner strategically
with less advantaged schools so that

2010 GRADE 12
MUST START PLANNING
NOW FOR 2011.
S

In the same way that learners need a
maths set to solve problems and execute geometric actions, the Move-It,
Moving Matters® kit enables the
learner to use the equipment to
make the acquisition of motor skills
easy and to promote enjoyment
through movement as challenged
by the cues and illustrations in the
interactive learner manual.
Through the self-paced problemsolving approach, movement, play,
games and exercise challenges are
accomplished. With its phase-specific content, the programme shapes
the neuromuscular development
of the child while developing the
learner’s physiological capacity.
The nature of the tasks is such that,
with regular participation, bone
mass, cardiorespiratory efficiency
and neuromuscular functioning are
developed.
The rationale for the introductory
use of Skip-It, for example, is that 10
minutes of skipping-type jumping
(vertical bone-loading activities) will
stimulate bone density. Peak bone
mass should be as high as possible so
that bone loss, which occurs through
bed rest, low activity levels and with
age (resulting in a risk of fracture) is
minimised.
The activities encourage fun and
self-awareness and engage children
in problem-solving physical tasks
that require social cooperation.
Learners will be challenged to
design a document and teach others to play a game they have devised,

Learners flip-exchange two Juggle-Its in one hand and then in the other. Much concentration is needed so the activity begins with learners
sitting down first
using a set of rules.
Central to the effort is the systematic laying down of the foundations for the competences needed
for dance, sport and recreation. The
goal of the programme is to raise
young people’s achievement levels,
their attainment of personal goals
and their enjoyment of participation
in activity for life.
Homework tasks encourage intergenerational involvement of all
family members. Getting everyone
involved in physical activity in the
home is an interesting by-product of
the Move-It, Moving Matters®. The
programme encourages community
participation on a far wider scale
than the classroom. For example,
learners must log their hours spent
practising various activities with a
friend or family member.
To take this initiative forward,
commitment from schools is needed.

Getting our
children to play and
participate regularly
in quality physical
activity is a must

A network of inspired leaders who
are in a position to advocate, manage, mentor and deliver the programme widely is needed urgently
so that a significant difference is
made within and across all regions.
There is no doubt that the current
small-time commitment (one period
a week) must be used efficiently and

The development of the concept was
initiated by Dr Claire M Nicholson,
the immediate past head of the division of physical education, sport
and human movement studies/science at the University of the Witwatersrand. Kits are sold at R300 each
For more information go to: www.
movingmatters.co.za

What do you need?
Each learner will have his or her
own:
l Bag of activity tools that includes
small, especially designed pieces
of equipment all given unique
names. The Blue Kit, which is the
starting kit includes Skip-It, Fly-It,
Do-It, Juggle-It and the particularly
special piece for 2010 called
Kiatch-It, which is a mini soccer
ball (official handball size) that can
be attached to or liberated from
an elasticised system designed to
inspire the acquisition of kicking
and catching skills common with at
least 10 sport types, ranging from
basketball to water polo and from
soccer to hockey goalkeeping.
l A set of interactive learner

Did you know?

Need more info?

Further study at a public university
or FET College is possible with
funding from the National Student
Financial Aid Scheme.

Send us a query via SMS* on 32261 starting
with the words “The Teacher”.
Or call us on 021 763-3232
or send an email query to info@nsfas.org.za.
*Standard SMS rates apply.

effectively. Empowering learners
with the knowledge, skills and values associated with participation in
activity for life is the goal.
Getting our children to play and
participate regularly in quality physical activity is a must. It is a massive,
multisectorial challenge, but it is
possible to make a difference.

manuals with age-appropriate
activity challenges. Each activity
challenge uses visual literacy to
inspire action.
Through discovery learning,
discussion and problem-solving,
multiple intelligences are applied.
As a consequence and through the
doing of the activity, language,
maths and other fields of
knowledge are integrated.
Tasks such as performance
repetition, developing own
games, researching the origins of
movement, counting, drawing
shapes, measuring distances,
managing time, calculating
scores, evaluating peers, applying

assessment rubrics, recording
progress, plotting performance
graphs, writing narratives and
emulating the visually represented
task are examples of some of the
challenges.
Each teacher will have his or her
own:
l Teacher manual that guides the
delivery, activity by activity.
l CD (IT element) that supports
assessment progress charts (the
evidence of competence achieved),
prepares the term-by-term report
for each child and grade and also
enables certificates of competence,
participation and endeavour to be
produced.

National Student Financial Aid Scheme

www.nsfas.org.za
NSFAS IS A REGISTERED CREDIT PROVIDER IN TERMS OF THE NATIONAL CREDIT ACT 34 OF 2005 (NCRP 2655)

Live the Future workshops ready to energise
respondents to HIV and AIDS

T

he Western Cape can be seen
as a leader in the response to
HIV disease in South Africa. It is
well known that in 2000 the first antiretroviral treatment (ART) programme at
primary health care level was successfully
piloted in Khayelitsha, a township on the
outskirts of Cape Town. The government
subsequently visited Western Cape ART
clinics when establishing criteria for ART
clinics around the country.
The recently established Metropolitan
Foundation, based in Cape Town, has
joined in efforts to energise and mobilise
people and organisations responding
to the epidemic in the Western Cape
and further afield. Amongst the
Foundation’s pioneering projects is the
Live the Future Programme, a project
that trains facilitators to run one-day
Live the Future workshops which aim to:
• Inspire leadership and collaboration
in communities to address long-term
developmental problems such as
poverty and health-related problems
• Establish
public-private
sector
partnerships to take action and
address specific problems
• Focus on the prevention of new HIV,
AIDS and TB infections
• Bring synergy to projects and programmes that focus on HIV and AIDS

Turn winter into summer
Do you feel your community:
 Lacks leadership when it comes to HIV/AIDS?
 Needs unity and collaboration to work
together?
 Does not fully understand the impact of the
disease?
 Does not know how to tackle the epidemic?

W O R K S H O P S

Live the Future explores how today’s actions on
HIV and Aids shape South Africa’s future, through
the following scenarios:

The Metropolitan Foundation sponsors Live
the Future Workshops where skilled Live the
Future Facilitators help address these needs.

SPONSORED BY

The Live the Future accredited facilitators
bring a powerful combination of HIV
Apply to host a FREE workshop in your community now,
knowledge, community spirit and
skills to capacitate individuals and
email Lizelle@metropolitanfoundation.org.za or visit www.livethefuture.co.za
organisations. From motivating and
upskilling people living with HIV and
AIDS to bringing together non-profit
organisations (NPOs) in order to enhance
understand where the country is likely to be in 15 years time
businesses and government departments; organisations
collaboration and create a united focus on addressing the if we undertake, or fail to undertake, certain actions on an
faced with HIV-related challenges on a regular basis;
epidemic, the workshops have had a significant impact on individual, civic, corporate and government level.
community leaders and development workers; teachers
the participants and their communities.
and youth workers; and social workers.
The scenarios create an understanding of the key driving
People have stressed how their communities are splintered forces of the HIV epidemic and help identify the particular • How do I apply for a free Live the Future
in their responses to the HIV epidemic. Service providers scenario that an organisation or community is moving
workshop?
often work in silos, claiming a stake in community towards. The workshops help participants to establish the
Send an e-mail to Lizelle Esterhuizen at lesterhuizen@
development whilst simultaneously fuelling fragmentation. critical actions they must take in order to change direction
metropolitanfoundation.org.za or phone 021 915 5940.
There appears to be a strong need for forums and structures and help achieve a Summer for All People.
You will be sent a Workshop Request Form and, pending
to co-ordinate community outreach programmes in order
approval, an accredited Live the Future facilitator will be
•
Who
can
apply
for
a
Live
the
Future
workshop?
to enhance their effectiveness and avoid duplication.
assigned to your group.
Any
organisation
that
would
like
to
address
the
health
Community leaders seldom have the luxury of spending
and related challenges around HIV, AIDS and TB in its The scenario of a Summer for All People, where
a day with a professional facilitator in order to further
community.
comprehend the current situation in their communities and
collaborative and well co-ordinated action unites the
establish actions that need to be taken to achieve the ideal • What is the cost involved?
community in the fight against HIV and AIDS, is the vision
scenario. Herewith the Live the Future workshops provide a
The Metropolitan Foundation sponsors the fees of the of the Metropolitan Foundation for South Africa. The key
platform where these needs are met.
Live the Future facilitators, the workshop material and, characteristics of the Summer for All People scenario,
pending approval, the venue and equipment hire as well namely collaboration to enhance opportunity, leadership
During a workshop key action steps are defined, helping
to drive change and prevention to alter the course of the
as catering and transport costs.
participants to become agents of change within their
HIV epidemic, have been proven time and time again to be
communities. The strong networks that are formed help • Who can benefit from a Live the Future workshop?
the winning formula against HIV and AIDS.
contribute to existing projects as well as the establishment
Everybody, including: corporates that would like to
of new projects and collaborative partnerships. Participants
establish the driving forces behind the HIV epidemic in Written by: Nathea Nicolay
leave the workshop with renewed focus and drive to tackle
their own communities; small businesses that cannot Programme Director: Health Unit
the challenges of poor health and poverty within their
afford expensive training and motivational workshops; Metropolitan Foundation
communities. The workshop outcomes are closely monitored
NPOs that would like to collaborate with other NPOs, nnicolay@metropolitanfoundation.org.za
by the Metropolitan Foundation and
help to guide the type of follow-up
support and responses that may be
required.

All you need to know about HIV & AIDS at the touch of a button!

The Live the Future workshops have
already achieved measurable results. The
sense of renewed focus and energy is
evident from the following participant’s
feedback: We will utilise and share
available resources. We will support
others in the field, including teachers,
government and communities, reaching
out and fuelling our own programmes,
especially programmes targeted at
schools and colleges.
Typical
participant
responses
include:
• Unity is very important if we are to
achieve our goals
• Our
community
must
take
responsibility
• We will start acting now
• We must work to create a better
community for all
The Live the Future workshops are
centred around four scenarios that
illustrate the potential future for South
Africa, depending on how we respond
to the HIV epidemic and its associated
problems in our communities. These
include: a Winter of Discontent, an
Autumn of Limited Opportunity, a
Spring of Hope, and a Summer for
All People. The scenarios are based on
robust actuarial models and data and
have been created to help everyone

B THE FUTURE is an information booklet that can be downloaded straight to your phone. B THE FUTURE contains useful information
that aims to inform, educate and ultimately assist in the prevention of HIV and AIDS. B the Future will be saved permanently
on your phone for quick, any time access.

1

For English sms EHIV,
For Zulu sms ZHIV,
For Sotho sms SHIV,
For Afrikaans sms AHIV
to 32907
to download now.

3

Click yes
to download.

4

Click on

2

You will receive
an SMS,
click on the link
in the SMS.

the B the Future
cellbook to read
all you need
to know about HIV
and AIDS.
SMS costs R1.

For assistance, call the helpline: 076 245 9459 or email support@cellbook.co.za
For all information contact us on: info@livethefuture.co.za
or visit our website: www.livethefuture.co.za. Mobisite: BTF.co.za
*TERMS & CONDITIONS: Vodacom, MTN, Cell C & Virgin Mobile: Cellbook R1 once-off. WAP & GPRS to be enabled for downloading. Standard WAP and GPRS network rates apply. Bill payer’s permission is required
when downloading. Errors billed. No refunds given. Support: Call 076 245 9459 or email support@cellbook.co.za. For WAP instructions: Vodacom: call 111, MTN: call 173, Call C: call 140, Virgin Mobile: 123. For further
information and handset compatibility, visit www.cellbook.co.za/handsets. Cellbook requires colour phone with GPRS/3G.
M&G 0001
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Freedom
of worship
in class
The onus is on schools to inculcate respect
towards the religions of others, writes
Richard Hayward

S

hould religion be
allowed in a school?
There are strong emotional responses to
the question. Those in
favour, for example, argue about the
importance of religion in the spiritual upbringing of a child. An opposing viewpoint is that schooling is
for education and not for religious
observation or the brainwashing of
vulnerable young minds.
South Africa has two main groupings of schools. The first is the state
(public) school system, the second is
the independent (private) schools.
Many independent schools have a
religious base such as Christianity,
Hinduism, Islam or Judaism. Our
Constitution guarantees freedom
of worship and these schools are
allowed to give children opportunities to understand and deepen their
faith in a particular religion.
Where does religion belong in
a state school? The South African
Schools Act (1996) states: “… subject
to the Constitution and any applicable provincial law, religious observances may be conducted at a public
school under rules issued by the
governing body if such observances
are conducted on an equitable basis
and attendance at them by learners and members of staff is free and
voluntary.”
A school with, for example, a
Christian enrolment of learners
could have an Easter assembly.
Attendance would be voluntary,

but the school is obliged to provide
alternative arrangements for children not attending the service.
Also, the school needs to have religious observances for other faiths
on an equitable basis.
Many South African state and
private schools already acknowledge
minority faiths. One Johannesburg
state school, for example, encourages its Hindu-faith children and
staff to wear their beautiful clothing
at the festival of Diwali. At this time,
the school assembly is conducted by
Hindu teachers and children. Not
only is a greater understanding of
Hinduism promoted, but also an
attitude of respect and goodwill.
The constitutional requirement
of equity extends to the wearing
of religious symbols and clothing. Symbols such as the crucifix,
intsimbi (ethnic bracelets or beads),
the Star of David, rakhi bracelet
or rosary may be worn. Particular
items of clothing such as scarves,
yarmulkes, loose-fitting long dresses
and trousers are permitted if they

“The teacher
is not allowed
to encourage
children
to join a
particular
faith’’

The attitude of a school towards different religions are shown in many ways. But the overall aim of
religion education is to acquire an understanding of the diversity of religions. Photo: Oupa Nkosi
are integral to a person’s religion.
Many school governing bodies have
reached amicable agreements with
religious groups to ensure that faith
obligations and the school uniform
code find common ground.
Where does religion belong in the
curriculum? The National Policy on
Religion (1993) does not apply to
independent schools.
State schools adhere to the teaching of religion education but not of
religious education.
Religious education is the teaching of the beliefs of a particular
faith and how to live one’s daily life
accordingly. In religious education
classes, children learn the rites of
passage such as birth, wedding and
burial. The significances of certain
holy days are taught.
State schools are obliged to teach
religion education. The focus is on
learning about different religions.
The children might learn about
their own religion, but they’ll learn
of others, too. The teacher makes
no attempt, neither is he or she
allowed, to encourage children to
join a particular faith.
The overall aim is to acquire an
unbiased understanding of the
diversity of religions. The onus on
schools to inculcate respect towards

the religions of others is immense.
Attitudes of a school towards different religions are shown in many
ways. The weekly assembly is a
strong indicator. Does one particular religion dominate? What hymns
or songs are sung? What is the
source of the homily (moral message)? Is the source always from one
religion? What prayers are recited?
To try to meet the majority of religious beliefs found in one school, IR
Griffith Primary in Johannesburg,
created this prayer:
“Dear Lord/ Thank you for our
school/ Thank you for the privilege/
of learning/ of playing/ of growing/
Help us to work together/ To be
kind/ To be understanding/ To do
our best every day/ Amen.”
Decisions taken by the senior
management and governing body
of the school have a huge impact on
attitudes towards different religions.
They help formulate the school
vision and mission statements. Do
these statements infer that each
child is welcome, irrespective of religious background or none?
When events and examination
timetables are drawn up, is reasonable regard taken of the holy days
of different faiths? (Understandably, not every faith can always be

accommodated.) Are staff appointments in state schools made without
regard to the religious beliefs of the
applicants?
Actions speak louder than words.
The food on sale at the tuck shop
and served at school functions
reflects levels of awareness and
consideration towards the dietary
requirements of different religions.
So, for example, is there a need
to provide halaal and kosher food?
Are milk or soft drinks available for
those whose religions don’t permit
drinking tea and coffee? Are fruit
and vegetables provided for those
who may not eat meat?
The words on the coat of arms of
South Africa are: “Diverse people
unite.”
Our country has a diversity of religions. That diversity contains cultural richness, but also commonality. All our religions believe in the
core values of compassion, honesty,
kindness, respect and peace. May
we use religion in our schools to
highlight those values that unite us
as a people.
Richard Hayward is a former school
principal who is currently at the
Quality in Education unit of the
South African Quality Institute
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INSPIRING NATIONAL PASSION IN TOMORROW’S
BRAND AMBASSADORS
OR
SCHOOL DAY FOOTBALL FRIDAYS

Brand South Africa mobilises SA youth in support of the 2010 FIFA World Cup™, as it takes Football
Fridays and the Fly the Flag campaign to schools nationally.
or
SA youth ramp up national pride through participation in the Brand South Africa Football Fridays/
Fly the Flag school campaign.

T

he 2010 FIFA World Cup™ brings with it unprecedented hope for our youth.
Brand South Africa has therefore taken to the road to bring its Football Friday/
Fly the Flag for Football initiative to schools across the country. Focused on
mobilising the youth in support of the World Cup, the campaign aims to include
young people in shaping this defining moment for our nation.
We are on the eve of a once in a lifetime opportunity due to our role as host
of Africa’s first World Cup – an opportunity that we can use to showcase our
definitive “South Africanness”. As our people come together to welcome the
world, the tournament provides a platform for heightened trade, investment and
global competitiveness.

Youthful national pride
Education is the change agent that can nurture hope and inspire vision. Attributed
to be ‘the most powerful weapon which you can use to change the world’ and
‘the great engine of personal development’ by former President Nelson Mandela,
it holds the power not only to transform the lives of our youth, but their families.
According to Sophie Masipa, Marketing Manager of the International Marketing
Council of South Africa (Brand SA), President Zuma has indicated that 2010
marks the country’s most important year since 1994, with the World Cup leading
to a resurgence of national pride.
“The South African youth are our future brand ambassadors. Not only do they play a
pivotal role in demonstrating national pride, but their energy, optimism and ambition
is an important ingredient in the DNA of the nation brand,” she says. “Similarly, we
recognise the critical role that teachers play in inspiring national pride.”
Masipa says that a spirit of hope is born when national pride comes alive. “It
is seen as the TV camera pans the faces of football players while their national
anthem is played. It is in the fans’ jubilation when their team wins and glimpsed as
the goalkeeper stretches an inch further to make that save. It is proven in the sea
of green and gold when you look at a stadium filled with South African fans.”

Talk it, wear it, fly it and share it
Since 2009, South Africans have been rallying behind two, dynamic nation building
initiatives, Football Friday and the Fly the Flag for Football campaign. Combined,
the initiatives are getting South Africans to join together in a symbolic way, with
every participant making their contribution to our country being the best host
that FIFA has ever partnered with.
In August 2009, Brand South Africa, in partnership with the FIFA 2010 Organising
Committee, SA Tourism, SAFA and South African Government declared every
Friday a “Football Friday”, symbolised by South Africans wearing a football

shirt and if possible, a Bafana Bafana shirt. “The idea is to use Fridays to focus
ourselves on what we each of us can do to make the World Cup a great success,”
says Masipa.
The Fly the Flag for Football campaign strives to distribute over 47 million South
African flags by the start of the tournament, encouraging the nation to proudly
showcase one of our most powerful symbols of unity and pride.

Teachers for Team South Africa
It’s all about soccer – and being part of the same team: Team South Africa. Masipa
says, “Just by contextualising this initiative and encouraging learners to join in
the fun with their families, the teaching community can make a big difference to
mobilising the nation.”
Here are some easy ways in which you can help us deliver the best
FIFA World Cup™ ever held:
• Learn the soccer-based moves of South Africa’s Diski Dance and together
with your learners, have some fun with the rhythm of African football.These
dance moves represent the energy and passion that is in store for the world
at the World Cup.
• Teach your learners the national anthem and sing it loud and proud with them.
• Show and talk about your proud support for Bafana Bafana, as they represent
our nation in the world’s football arena.
• Fly the South African flag for football – in your classroom, community hall
or home – wherever you can.
• Be the best host you can be by getting involved in community initiatives
with your colleagues and learners.
• Tell your students about the Brand South Africa ‘People’s Bus’ – a mobile
hub of football trivia, entertainment and 2010 World Cup™ fun
“We will continue to mobilise the nation until the final whistle blows and
beyond,” Masipa concludes. “As Africa’s time has come, so has the time for South
African youth to forge and embrace a destiny of hope and fulfilment.”

Ke Nako.
For more information, please contact:
Margaret Dingalo
Director: Stakeholder Relations
International Marketing Council of South Africa
Tel: +27 11 483 0122
Web: www.brandsouthafrica.com
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A scheme with benefits
How to get the most from
your GEMS benefit option

T

his is the first of a twopart series on GEMS
benefit options, and
how they can work
for you. In this article
the Sapphire and Beryl network
options, designed for government
employees who are operating on
a slightly stricter budget, but who
are nevertheless requiring “all the
essentials and more”, come under
the spotlight.
Selecting the GEMS option that
best meets your needs is an important decision. Whether you are a
first-time GEMS member or considering changing to a different GEMS
membership option come 2011, it is
wise to give some serious thought
to what your needs may be during
the next stage of your life.
Believe it or not, there are some
occasions in life that are not unexpected and that you can and should
plan for! For example, you may
wish to start a family soon, in which
case good maternity benefits will
come in handy. Similarly, you may
have an elderly family member for
whom really good, reliable medical cover is becoming increasingly
necessary.
But life, as we know, can be very
unpredictable. That is exactly why
it is important to have good medical cover in the event of an emergency. It really is vital that you are
well informed about which medical
scheme option would best serve
your needs.
Something that both Sapphire
and Beryl have in common is the
introduction of a new, comprehensive network of healthcare service
providers, known as the GEMS Network. This network provides GEMS
members with greater choice when
it comes to selecting a healthcare
provider.
Sapphire and Beryl members will
be pleased to know that unlimited
primary healthcare benefits have
been retained.
Apart from providing medical
scheme members with more providers to choose from, the GEMS
network serves as the platform
through which the scheme’s preferred and designated provider
arrangements will be managed.
One of the popular, newly
included highlights of the Sapphire
option, which Beryl has always
had, is a private-hospital maternity
benefit that includes radiology and
pathology services. Mental health
benefits including psychological
therapy were also recently added to
both options.
More about the Sapphire option
and what it can do for you
There comes a time in everyone’s life
when a visit to the doctor, prescription medication or a consultation
with the dentist becomes necessary.
On these occasions Sapphire covers
you for visits to your general practitioner, specialist attention such
as antenatal and post-natal cover
(including five antenatal visits),
dental and optical treatment, and
required prescription and over-thecounter medication.
Sapphire also provides cover

for emergency medical situations.
These unpredictable events are one
of the greatest reasons why GEMS
membership is so appealing. If you
ever find yourself in an accident,
Sapphire gives you access to emergency medical assistance, public
hospital cover for an operation if
needed, blood transfusions and
even post-accident physiotherapy if
you require it.
Chronic diseases such as hypertension, cancer, HIV/Aids or diabetes pose another major concern.
Sapphire gives you cover that
includes treatment, such as kidney
dialysis for those with any chronic
form of kidney disease, as well as
organ transplants.
More about the Beryl option
and what it can do for you
Beryl offers all the same benefit
options as Sapphire, as well as some
additional cover, such as five specialist visits for each member’s family every year. This means that if
someone in your family pays a visit
to an ear, nose and throat specialist
while someone else perhaps needs to
see a gynaecologist, Beryl will cover
you for both of these visits, leaving
three more specialist visits available
for the family for the remainder of
the year.
Beryl also offers specialised dentistry benefits as well as the usual
dental cover. This option provides
members with the choice to obtain
out-of-hospital psychological treatment as well.
Your GEMS benefits at the push
of a button
If you are in a hurry and need to
know what your benefit options are,
you can make use of the GEMS SMS
benefit lookup service. Simply send
a SMS request and you will instantly
receive a reply SMS with the information you have asked for.
As a Sapphire or Beryl member,
you can use this service at any time
of the day to find out about your
available funds for the different
benefit types. Want to know more?
The step-by-step instructions on
the GEMS website or through our
call centre will guide you through
this process.
Investing in an affordable and
accessible option such as Sapphire
or Beryl can reap rewards that will
not only prove to be useful, but may
also be life-saving for you and your
loved ones.
GEMS is dedicated to bringing
healthcare within your reach. We
make every effort to provide you
and your family with access to the
finest healthcare benefits at affordable rates.
We look forward to bringing you
the second part of this informative series on benefit options next
month when we will be telling you
more about the Ruby, Emerald and
Onyx options.
For more information on these and
other options please call 0860 00
4367 or visit the website at www.
gems.gov.za. Make that call today
and find out more about the valueadded options from GEMS

GEMS offers a programme for expectant mothers

Now there are more than 1 000 000 good
reasons why you can no longer wait to join GEMS

More than 400 000 public service employees have
already joined GEMS. We now cover more than
ONE MILLION South Africans. Each day several
hundred more join the GEMS family.

The facts are piling up!
GEMS is for all public servants
– especially you!
•

GEMS now provides healthcare cover to more than
2% of the South African population.

•

One in every four public service employees are GEMS
members.

•

In some provinces over 40% of public service
employees belong to GEMS – almost 1 in 2 employees
are GEMS members.

•

More than 55% of GEMS members are enjoying the
employer medical subsidy for the first time!

We’re here for you at all times!
Each day we handle almost 10 000 calls, several
hundred emails and well over a thousand walk-in
visitors. However, we are always ready to talk to
you. Don’t lose out, don’t delay – make a call to
GEMS today.
More reasons why GEMS is the Scheme for YOU!
• It offers an excellent healthcare subsidy, which was
recently increased to a maximum of R2 390. Find
out more about this from your employer today!
• There are five benefit options on offer, ranging
from comprehensive to more basic healthcare
plans - you can choose the one that best suits your
needs.

gems ad(200x145).indd 1

Want to join GEMS?
Here’s how:
•

Call us on 0860 00 4367.

•

We’ll come back to you if you send an SMS with
your PERSAL/PERSOL number to 083 450 4367.

•

Email us at join@gems.gov.za.

•

Fax to 0861 00 4367.

•

SMS a “please call me” to 083 450 4367.

•

Alternatively, please visit our website at
www.gems.gov.za and download a GEMS
membership form.

11/3/09 12:21:47 PM
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Technology

Log into the
21st century
Young people want a lot more than a
blackboard and a few slides to help them to
learn, writes Rutger-Jan van Spaandonk

I

n 2007 a thought-provoking
video hit YouTube: A Vision
of Students Today. Using
multimedia and online
collaboration tools, 200 students from Kansas State University made it clear that the methods
of instruction at universities were
hopelessly outdated compared with
their everyday lives and the requirements of their future jobs.
It struck a chord. As of the middle of February, the video had been
watched more than 3.5-million
times, spawned many reactions,
both on- and offline, from experts,
educators, parents and students,
and started a real debate about the
role of technology in the classroom.
The consensus was that these
students were spot-on. Institutions
simply have not caught up with the
possibilities information and communication technology (ICT) has to
offer in education.
ICT is used even less in South African schools, despite many attempts
by government and private schools
to have it implemented. And, in the
few cases in which ICT has been
deployed, the focus is often solely on
mastery of productivity tools such as
word-processing, spreadsheets and
presentation programs.
But the expectations of students
and learners are different from
— and I would argue more advanced
than — what the average classroom

has to offer at present. Consumer
software and services such as FaceBook, Twitter, Skype, YouTube,
Zoopy and MXit have raised their
expectations and today’s youngsters
are used to collaborating with one
another online using various tools.
They update their profiles, post
pictures, share information, communicate in real time and establish
and participate in common-interest
discussion groups.
A recent study for MWeb, conducted by research company TNS,
found that 74% of the online population regularly uses the internet
for social networking and that 82%
of users have a FaceBook account.
What’s more, according to FaceBakers, which collates Facebook statistics, South Africa has more than
2.4-million FaceBook users — more
than Holland or Denmark.
Twitter is estimated to have
around 100 000 South African users
and MXit 16-million, of whom threequarters are younger than 25.
It is a misconception to think that
the use of such social networking
tools is confined to the upper echelons. Andrew October reported in
the newsletter, MobiMonkey, that
FaceBook is the third-biggest activity (after emailing and uploading
CVs) in internet cafés rolled out by
Silulo Ulutho Technologies in townships in and around Cape Town.
It is clear that, at all socioeconomic
levels, young people are already
using technology at more advanced
levels than anything they encounter
in the average school or university.
We therefore need to change our
views drastically on how technology
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should be used in education.
In line with how they use technology already, learners and students
expect education technology to
allow them to interact with others
(online) when learning, create their
own content and have access 24/7
and when on the go.
When using online social networks, youngsters participate in
interlinked networks of people tapping into one another’s knowledge
and skills.
Granted, much of this information
sharing revolves around personal
stuff, what’s on TV, who the cool
bands are and the latest celebrity
gossip. But the fact remains that
young people have become adept
at working together, albeit online,
and truly understand the power of
collaboration.
So, isn’t it about time similar collaboration tools were introduced
to the classroom? Why not set up
FaceBook groups per class in which
learners could discuss homework
problems?
Equally, young people have
become experts at creating multi-

“A professor
discussing
work with
students in
a FaceBook
group does
not seem that
far-fetched”

media content. They post snapshots
of daily life or noteworthy events
online, often attracting (witty) comments from others. They also write
blogs and post links to interesting
news or articles.
Skilled users even create their own
video material, host it on YouTube
and inform their friends through a
multitude of messaging systems. In
short, many hours are spent online
consuming and creating digital content. Our youth have become selfpublishers and are utterly creative.
But, at school or university,
courses are still taught on the blackboard (at worst) or PowerPoint (at
best) and a person’s mastery of the
material is tested by way of written
exams. No wonder learners and students feel alienated: educators have
lost touch.
As long as there is an internet connection, you can bet that our youth
are online.
But why do we ask them to turn
off their devices when they enter the
classroom or lecture hall? The argument is that, otherwise, the youngsters would be distracted, but one
could also argue that, so far, we have
failed to incorporate such technology in teaching and learning.
With education budgets constrained, would it not be great if
we could gainfully deploy the technology that the youngsters already
own? And what if teaching and
learning could be extended beyond
lesson hours?
For example, should we not start
podcasting lectures, making them
available even to people who cannot
enrol in an education programme?
To me, a professor discussing work
with students in a FaceBook group
does not seem far-fetched, except
for the limitations of the teaching
fraternity’s own inhibitions.
In conclusion, it is time we
brought education technology offerings in line with what students and
learners expect and are using on a
daily basis — the tools are already
widely, and often freely, available.
Rutger-Jan van Spaandonk is the
executive director of the Core group

More adding than subtracting

F

eeling powerless is terrible.
Young children who do not
have the necessary social
skills to express their frustration
or anger in more appropriate ways
resort to tantrums. They are a normal response to situations in which
the child feels powerless.
It is quite common for people
to talk about children (and even
adults) fearing mathematics or having so-called “maths anxiety”.
My sense is that, in most of these
cases, the perceived anxiety is not
so much a fear of the subject itself,
but rather a reaction to the sense of
powerlessness that children experience when they think about “doing
mathematics”.
Many children experience mathematics as no more than the memo-

risation of the facts, rules, formulae
and procedures needed to determine
the answers to questions. Such children suffer not only from the anxiety
associated with having to remember
all these rules, but also from having
to know which rule to use when.
On top of this, they have to remember the many exceptions to the rule:
“Multiplication makes bigger and
division makes smaller except when
we work with fractions; you always
take the smaller number away from
the bigger number, but in columns
you take the bottom number away
from the top number, even if it is
smaller.”
To make matters worse, these children have no idea of whether their
answer is correct until the teacher
tells them it is. Sometimes they get
the answer right and sometimes
they don’t and they have no way of
predicting what will happen.
By contrast, I believe that when
children experience mathemat-
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In this, the first in a series of columns aimed
at teachers of maths, Aarnout Brombacher
explores maths anxiety

ics as a meaningful, sense-making,
problem-solving activity, they feel
empowered rather than debilitated.
I remember, as a child, fighting to
avoid taking my medicines. Medicines in those days were not sugarcoated and many tasted bitter. My
mother had all sorts of tricks to
disguise the taste. She would crush
the pills and mix them in custard;
or push them inside a spoonful of
ice-cream. But none of the tricks
worked — I knew what she was trying to do and I would still taste the
bitterness inside the custard.
Many teachers, as my mother
did with the medicines, try to disguise the “bitter taste” of meaning-

less mathematics. They try to make
maths fun. They resort to sticking
stickers with the words “Maths is
fun” all over their classroom. They
try to help with the memorisation
of facts, rules, formulae and procedures by teaching meaningless mnemonics such as Daddy, Mommy,
Sister, Brother to help children
remember the steps of the longdivision algorithm. And they try to
increase the interest of the children
in non-mathematical ways.
These teachers behave as if the
children’s anxieties will be reduced
or removed by diverting their attention away from the “bitter pill”.
I believe very strongly that a more
effective way to helping children lies
not in distracting them from their
anxieties, but rather in reducing the
anxieties by empowering them.
If children understand what it is
that they are doing, if they can apply
what they have learned to solving
unfamiliar problems and if they can
reason through their actions, then
they will feel powerful, not powerless, and maths will become fun.
The notion of children understanding what they are doing, applying what they have learned to solve

unfamiliar problems and reasoning
through their actions is described
as “mathematical proficiency” in
the very accessible booklet Helping Children Learn Mathematics.
The booklet can be downloaded for
free from www.nap.edu and makes
interesting reading.
In the columns that follow, I will
take a look at each of the different
bands in turn. Starting with the
Foundation Phase and going all the
way through to the FET band and
beyond, I will try to provide strategies teachers can adopt in their
teaching to help children experience
maths as a meaningful activity.
As a closing thought to this column, if children cannot explain
why they have done something
then their actions are no more than
that: actions performed by the child
without any meaning or purpose.
Encourage children to reflect on
what they are doing and emphasise
the importance of their being able
to explain what they have done and
why they have done it.
Aarnout Brombacher is a private
maths consultant. For more information: www.brombacher.co.za

THE FINANCIAL SERVICES BOARD

WHAT YOU SHOULD KNOW
ABOUT RETIREMENT FUNDS
It is very important to have a retirement plan to provide for you in your old age. The sad reality, however, is
that when most people start to worry about their old age, it is too late to do anything about it. None of us wants
to be poor when we are old and weak and when we are in possible needof expensive medical care. Yet most
people will have to work for the rest of their lives just to keep body and soul together! It is therefore in your best
interest to choose a retirement plan that can provide you with a monthly income until you die, earn interest (so
that your money can grow) and cover rises in cost of living. There are many types of investments which build
up capital or provide a monthly income when you retire. These include:
Retirement funds
Some employers offer a retirement fund. This may be a pension fund or a provident fund. It is your
responsibility to find out exactly what retirement scheme your company is offering you. It is also good to know
that there is no legal obligation for employers to establish employee benefit schemes for their employees,
but most do so for some of the following reasons:
• A moral duty, as the State does not provide sufficiently and most individuals do not realise the need to save
until it is too late.
• To prevent being approached for finance when an employee retires or needing to assist with the maintenance
of dependents when an employee dies.
• To make use of the tax benefits provided by the State on all or part of their fund contributions, investments
growth and final benefit.
• In order to attract and retain staff.
What are the different exit options for members of a Pension/Provident Fund or Retirement Annuity
Fund?

There are variations of the conventional annuity which seek to address these disadvantages, namely the
conventional escalating annuity, conventional “with profits” annuity and a joint life annuity.
In short, the conventional escalating annuity provides a guaranteed income for life and a guaranteed annual
increase at a specified rate – but initially pays out less than a fixed annuity. The conventional “with profits”
annuity also guarantees an income for life and offers protection against inflation. The joint life annuity
ensures that after one spouse dies, the surviving one will continue to receive an income. Therefore, you need
to look at all these options carefully before deciding what suits your needs best!
v The Living Annuity
Living annuities are managed by you and a voluntary purchase annuity is bought with a lump sum. It is a
good investment if you unexpectedly find yourself with money to spare – an inheritance, for example. With a
living annuity, you (and not the insurer) take the investment and mortality risk. The income depends on the
growth of the sum of money invested. The growth again depends on the performance of the stock market. If
the stock market does well, your capital will increase. However, your capital will decrease if it falls.
Ask yourself this critical question before purchasing this annuity: “Can I manage the investment on my own and
do I have enough capital to survive the volatile stock market?”
Another kind of retirement annuity is the composite annuities.
v The Composite Annuity
Composite annuities are a mixture of conventional and living annuities and to some extent offer the best
of both worlds!

A member of a Fund has two exit options at the time of retirement, namely the compulsory purchase annuity
or voluntary purchase annuity option.
v Conventional or fixed-interest Annuity
When a person retires from a pension fund or retirement annuity fund, they are compelled by law to take
a minimum of two-thirds of the total retirement benefit value as a compulsory pension/annuity. This is then
paid to them as a regular pension until they die. If the fund does not pay pension directly they can purchase
such an annuity from a long-term insurance company.
v Voluntary Annuity

It provides you with a flexible income from the living annuity portion and a guaranteed income (security) from
the conventional annuity part.
Tips:
1. The advantages and disadvantages of all these alternatives need to be balanced against each other and
weighed up carefully.
2.Your particular circumstances and needs must be taken into account.
3.Get advice from a professional financial advisor before choosing a financial product. You are making
decisions that will have an impact on your life!
Your Consumer Rights and Responsibilities as a member to a Pension/Provident
Fund and/or a Retirement Annuity

When an individual retires from a provident fund they will receive their entire retirement benefit as a cash
lump sum. In this case, they are not compelled by law to purchase a pension although it is an option to
consider. If they would like to receive a monthly pension, the member can buy a voluntary annuity from a
long-term insurance company.
How do you make sure your retirement fund beats inflation and lasts as long as you do?
Your will receive a benefit statement once a year, which will give you details of the current position of your
fund. Review your situation regularly and make adjustments to your investments when necessary. It is essential
to invest extra money while you are still working.

• Invest for the long term and treat recommendations to keep changing your portfolio with caution as
changes are costly.
• Invest in quality. Whatever you invest in, buy shares with potential. Past performance is not necessarily a
guide to how an investment will perform in future. Seek the advice of a professional.
• Don’t swap investments unnecessarily. Find out about any changes that apply and penalties that will be
incurred if you change an investment.
• Go for growth when you are young and income as you get older. Young people can afford to take risks
while older persons close to retirement need to be more cautious.
• Stick to the basics. Gimmicks emerge from time to time, but are based on greed. Avoid them!
• Diversify your investments geographically as well as according to investment type. The better spread, the
less the risk.

Some retirement funds allow for top-up contributions. If yours does not, you should make additional
investments (usually a retirement annuity or an endowment policy) as soon as you can.

Lump sum Investments
If you have a lump sum to invest, decide carefully what your objective is and choose the appropriate investment,
depending on when you will need the money. Each type of investment has its own risks, rewards, time-frames
and advantages, depending on your reasons for investing.
Example 1: If you become entitled to a lump sum payment from your pension or provident fund when you
resign from a company, you should transfer it to a preservation fund. This would not only save you from
being taxed on the lump sum now, but also ensure it is there for your retirement.
Example 2: If you want a medium-sized lump sum for five years or more, collective investment schemes may
be a better option.
Example 3: If you are interested in investing R50 000 or more for at least five years at a time, you should
consider a single premium endowment policy.
Retirement Annuity Funds
A retirement annuity fund is a good, safe long-term savings plan for old age. It is safe because you cannot
take out the money before the selected maturity date – anywhere between the ages of 55 and 70. You can
always leave the funds to continue growing until you are ready to start drawing from them. Even in the event of
insolvency, a retirement annuity is relatively safe. There are different types of retirement annuity funds, which
are explained in the paragraphs that follow.
v The Conventional or fixed-interest Annuity
With a conventional or fixed-interest annuity, you pay in your sum of money and, in return, you are paid a
fixed income every month for the rest of your life. The insurer takes the responsibility for fluctuations in the
market and the risk that you may live longer than the average.
The advantage of a conventional annuity is that your regular monthly income is guaranteed for life. The
disadvantages are that you get the same income every month or year, regardless of inflation and your
investment dies with you.

• Check all charges and make sure they are explained. Remember, each time you make a change to your
portfolio, charges are incurred.
• Watch out for people who claim to be investment gurus. Nobody can predict with absolute certainty
what is going to happen tomorrow.
• Take responsibility for your investments. If you don’t understand investments, appoint an advisor, but
this does not mean that you abdicate your responsibility!
• Make sure you keep up with investment developments. A well-informed investor has better control of
his or her future.
• Advise your company where you have your retirement fund of any change of
address, telephone number, name/-s of beneficiaries, etc.

Contacts details of institutions relating to Retirement funds:
The Ombudsman for
Long-Term Insurance

The Ombud for Financial Services
Providers (FAIS Ombud)

Private Bag X45, CLAREMONT, 7735
Tel: (021) 657 5000 Fax: (021) 674 0951
Toll-free: 0860 103236
E-mail: info@ombud.co.za

Tel: 0860 324 766
Fax: (011) 348 3447
E-mail: info@faisombud.co.za

The Pension Funds Adjudicator
PO Box 23005, CLAREMONT, 7735
Johannesburg:
Tel: (011) 884 8454; Fax: (011) 884 1144
E-mail: jhb@pfa.org.za

The Financial Services Board (FSB)
PO Box 35655, MENLO PARK, 0102
Physical address: Riverwalk Office Park,
Block B,41 Matroosberg Road, Ashlea
Gardens Ext 6, MENLO PARK, 0081 Tollfree: 0800 20 20 87 or 0800 11 04 43
E-mail:info@fsb.co.za
Website: www.fsb.co.za

Cape Town:
Tel: (021) 674 0209;
Fax: (021) 674 0185
E-mail: enquiries@pfa.org.za

This article is funded by the Financial Services Consumer Education Foundation in the interests of financial literacy
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The important thing is to invest as much money as you can every month tomake sure your retirement fund
will be enough to live on safely and securely when you are old. Avoid cashing in a retirement fund when you
change your job – but if you do, transfer the money to a preservation fund.

